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The Proposal, Part II

Everyone but Analisa was home for a break, and he spent some time talking to his Noun - Plural , trying to

get Noun - Plural . We won't dwell on some of the ideas his brothers offered, but they did have a good time

. Finally Colin decided he would take Megan to the park, find a Adjective spot, and privately and

Adverb propose. The problem was he wanted to surprise Megan, so he hatched a plan he thought

wouldn't fail. He would tell Megan that both our families, including Marcus, Jenny, the girls and Micah would

all meet at the park, knowing Megan would go where Micah was, no Noun - Plural asked, and then he

would call home when they got to the park asking where we all were. We were supposed to say my

Noun Chris had gone for a run, and anyone knowing Chris would totally believe he would do

something like that right before he was supposed to be at the park, and then Colin would say, "well, let's just go

for a walk" and finding that Adjective romantic place he would Verb - Base Form . Well, the first

thing that went wrong, is me, forgetting the timing, dropped something off at the Packs, with Chris beside me as

Colin and Megan were leaving for the park. Marcus called Colin Adverb saying "what do we say now?" 

We decided that saying we were all moving a few things over to Marcus and Jenny's new house would work.

Colin Verb - Past Tense a sigh of relief.
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